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Abstract—From an operating system’s perspective, task migration is a potent instrument to exploit multi-core processors.
Like full preemption, full migration is particularly advantageous
as it allows the scheduler to relocate tasks at arbitrary times
between cores. However, in real-time systems, migration is
accompanied by a tremendous drawback: poor predictability and
thus inevitable overapproximations in the worst-case executiontime analysis. This is due to the non-constant size of the tasks’
resident set and the costs associated with its transfer between
cores. As a result, migration is banned in many real-time
systems, regressing the developer to a static allocation of tasks
to cores with disadvantageous effects on the overall utilization
and schedulability.
In this paper, we tackle the shortcomings of full migration in
real-time systems by reducing the associated costs and increasing
its predictability. Our approach is to analyze a task’s source
code to identify beneficial migration points considering the
size of scheduling units and the associated migration costs.
Consequently, we can do both: generate schedules that benefit
from static migration as well as provide information about
advantageous migration points to dynamic scheduling, making
full migration more predictable. Our experiments show improved
schedulability and a reduction in transfer size of up to 76 percent.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To date, real-time scheduling on multi-core systems while
fully utilizing the cores is a challenging task. Initially, static
allocation of tasks to cores suffers from the well-known
Dhall’s effect [1]: adverse utilization characteristics of tasks
may lead to poor overall utilization up to the point where
the system becomes unschedulable. Consider for example,
a task set comprising three tasks τa , τb , and τc , where τa
and τb have a processor utilization of 70 percent and τc of
40 percent. Allocating this task set on a system with two cores
is infeasible. This problem of static allocation can be overcome
by dynamic allocation and the possibility to migrate work
between different cores, as it enables to spread work among
cores. Such migration is conceptually possible at multiple
levels of granularity: task, job, and instruction level [2]. While
the former two are relatively easy to implement, they are
incapable of solving the general issue. They still fail to find a
feasible schedule for the previous example, as the infeasibility
stems from the adversly large utilization on task and job level.
Migration on instruction level, on the other hand, succeeds to
utilize the system fully and thus to find a feasible schedule,
as it allows split up a job and distribute its utilization across
cores. An abundance of multi-core scheduling algorithms [3]
rely on such fine-grained migration to exploit this potential.
However, migration comes at considerable costs in practice,
as the operating system not only has to preempt a task but also

transfer its resident set (i.e., active working set) between different core-local memories. In contrast to core-local preemption,
these costs are non-constant and highly dependent on the
point of migration [4]. Thus, migration at the instruction level
carries the risk to migrate at adverse points that are associated
with high overheads. Choosing an inapt migration point may
even jeopardize deadline tardiness and feasibility [5]. Even
worse, worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis is forced
to assume a pessimistic bound on the migration cost. To
conserve predictability, migration is thus banned in many realtime operating systems, restricting the developer to a static
allocation of tasks to cores with disadvantageous effects on
the overall utilization and schedulability.
Without resorting to migration, however, the granularity of
scheduling units is a crucial factor for the overall schedulability of a given system as it is typically easier to find
a valid schedule for smaller scheduling units. For runtime
migration, only the direct cost of the migration mechanism
itself can be influenced by the operating systems. However, the
fundamental issue is in the variability of the indirect cost, that
is resident-set size. Consequently, we identified the following
two major challenges to overcome the predictability issues and
to boost migration in real-time systems.
A. Challenge # 1: Adverse Size of Scheduling Units
Considering our previous example, finding a schedule is
infeasible only because of the adverse granularity of the
three tasks although, in theory, the overall utilization is not
exceeded. Splitting tasks into smaller scheduling units solves
the problem, for example, by splitting task τc into two parts
with a utilizaton of less than 30 percent each. However, cutting
code to match a certain scheduling granularity is a tedious
process as the execution time is a non-functional property and
thus hard to correlate with the source code. The fundamental
challenge is to identify split points that are valid for all
possible execution paths across branches and preserve the
task’s functional properties.
Our Approach: We perform static analysis on the system at compile time to identify potential split points with
the desired granularity based on execution cost estimations.
Additionally, we ensure that program semantics are preserved
across all control-flow branches. We leverage heuristic estimation of execution cost to keep the analysis overhead
manageable. Subsequently, a target-specific WCET analysis
can verify the granularity of the scheduling units.

B. Challenge # 2: Minimize Migration Overhead
Choosing scheduling units only by size still suffers from the
same issues as instruction-level migration, namely potentially
high migration cost. A split point that results in optimally
sized scheduling units may coincide with an unfavorably large
resident set. In the worst case, the additional migration cost
may again jeopardize the schedulability gained by changing
the granularity in the first place. The challenge is in the
identification of split points that benefit both aspects.
Our Approach: We optimize both the scheduling-unit size
and the associated migration cost simultaneously by extending
the search for split point candidates to the vicinity of the
optimal scheduling-unit granularity. This way, we are able to
choose split points with beneficial resident-set sizes.
C. Contribution and Paper Structure
In this paper, we present an approach to facilitate the use
of migration in real-time systems by reducing the associated
costs and increasing its predictability. Our toolchain allows for
automated static analysis of existing source code to identify
beneficial migration points by simultaneously considering both
the size of scheduling units and the associated migration
costs. We transform the control-flow graph into a split-point
graph that models scheduling units and holds information
on potential split points and their costs. Consequently, our
analysis can be used to both generate static schedules with
migration as well as provide hints on beneficial migration
points to dynamic scheduling thus supporting online migration.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II, we present our approach to solve the aforementioned challenges. Section III gives an overview of the implementation of our prototype, which is evaluated in Section IV.
Section V outlines related work in the context of job migration
and Section VI concludes.
II. A PPROACH
In this section, we detail our approach to the identification
of beneficial migration points by static code analysis. We,
therefore, first introduce the system model and fundamental
assumptions that we demand and give an overview of the
general concept of our analysis. Finally, we detail the handling
of loops and branches, which are in particular challenging and
require specific cutting schemes.
A. System Model and Assumptions
We consider a real-time system with m cores that allows
full preemption and full migration. We define the latter to
permit migration at each instruction of the application code
but to prohibit migration during the execution of system
calls and other operating-system code. A set τ of n sporadic
tasks with occurrence rate Ti is scheduled on m processors.
Each task τi contains a set of l scheduling units J (a.k.a.
jobs) and has a processor utilisation Ui . The number of tasks
n, the period and their respective worst-case execution time
(WCET) Ci determine the theoretical schedulability. A system
is theoretically schedulable on m cores if the total utilization

of all tasks is less or equal than the number of cores m, i.e.,
if the following equation holds:
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Here, CiJk denotes the WCET of the scheduling unit k of
τi . We extend the inequality by the overhead α to express the
(data transfer) costs associated with migration for each task:
n
X
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≤m
(2)
Ti
i=1
As a non-functional requirement, we assume that upper
bounds on the number of iterations for all loops are given.
We further assume a RISC processor without out-of-order execution as the target and that cache-related overhead is already
covered by the overapproximations required to incorporate
preemption effects and delays.
With the notion of a resident set, we refer to the currently
active (i.e., alive) part of a process’s working set; the latter
is often used interchangeably in the literature. That is, for
example, local and global variables or the state of the stack.
We restrict this definition to comprise only core-local data and
assume that all other data is globally accessible.
B. General Concept
We leverage static code analysis to identify interactions
with the operating system’s scheduler, that is system calls,
from the tasks’ source code. By incorporating knowledge
about the semantics of the targeted operating system and its
scheduling, we can thereof derive all truly existing scheduling
units and their respective control-flow graphs; irrespective of
the development model (e.g., process or run-to-completion)
and style the developer pursued.
We further infer all additional information that is required
to identify potential split points. First and foremost, this is
the active resident set at all times. We, therefore, perform
a liveness analysis of all local variables and compute the
resident-set size for every instruction. Furthermore, we perform a heuristic timing analysis of all nodes to estimate their
size in terms of execution time. Finally, the control-flow graphs
are transformed into split-point graphs that hold all additional
information. In this graph, edges correspond to the possible
split points, and nodes represent all instructions between them.
The identification of split points consecutively transforms
the split-point graph such that all nodes are at or below a
predefined target size at minimal migration costs. To achieve
this, we assess each possible split point according to two criteria: distance (δ) to the intrinsic split point and the associated
resident-set size (ω), that is migration costs. Figure 1 illustrates
the interplay of these two parameters. Recall that we assume
global variables to be globally accessible from all cores.
We define the intrinsic split-point as the point, where
the estimated worst-case execution time since the beginning
of the scheduling unit, or, equivalently, the last split point,
approximately equals the target scheduling-unit size. In our
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Figure 1: Working set and lifespan of automatic variables, showcasing the need to simultaneously consider both
scheduling-unit size and resident-set size to obtain optimal
split points with minimal overhead.
example, splitting between lines seven and eight would lead to
optimal size. However, in this case, we suffer from significant
migration costs, as j and z have to be transferred.
We, therefore, employ the size of the resident set at a
given program point to further consider the migration cost.
We acquire ω by a liveness analysis to identify all local
variables that are referencable from a given program point.
In the example in Figure 1, the state is minimal between lines
five and six, where just the intermediate result stored in x has
to be transferred.
By simultaneously optimizing both criteria, we are, in general, able to obtain best-suited points for cutting the scheduling
unit locally. However, we have to assess possible split points
also from a global point of view. Only by that, we can
guarantee that the resulting cut is both correct and suitable
in cases where different possibilities of program flow exist,
for example in branches and loops. Therefore, we search for
a minimal cut on the split-point graph to find split points in
all branches that result in global split points associated with
minimal migration costs.
In the following sections, we give further insights on how
our approach handles specific program constructs.
C. Splitting Branches
Assessing a sequential control flow according to our criteria
only requires a straightforward assessment of all split-point
candidates and selection of the optimal one. In contrast,
branches are harder to split as we need to maintain global
relations between split points in all branches belonging to
the same conditional construct to preserve program semantics.
A further challenge is to avoid an increase in the overall
WCET by an unbalanced subdivision of branches. Figure 2
illustrates the underlying problem: For the original, uncut
branch (left), we have a WCET of Cuncut = 205. In this
example, the liveness analysis reveals minimal migration costs
at the beginning of the true and the end of the false
branch. Consequently, the cut scheduling units SUA and SUB
contain the greater part of the true and false branches
respectively. Ultimately, the WCET analysis suffers from a
pessimistic overapproximation in both branches yielding an
overall WCET of Ccut = 350.
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Figure 2: Bloated WCET estimate due to an unbalanced cut,
caused by a branch-local optimization of split points.
This unfavorable behavior is rooted in the branch-local
optimization of the migration cost. We address this issue by
considering both criteria (i.e., size and migration cost) simultaneously across all branches to find globally suitable split
points that lead to a balanced cut even for nested branches.
Throughout this paper, we call this a horizontal cut.
D. Splitting Loops
Further measures are required for the splitting of loops as
splitting inside the loop body is entirely ineffective as the
related costs outweigh the benefits. Additionally, an individual
loop iteration typically contributes only a small fraction to
the loop’s overall WCET. Therefore, we subdivide loops at
a granularity of whole iterations using index set splitting [6]
to separate the index range of a loop into smaller subranges
until the individual execution time fits the targeted size. As
the resident-set size is usually the same for all loop iterations,
we consider all possible split points as equally suited1 .
In general, we require an upper bound on the number of loop
iterations itermax to estimate a loop’s overall execution time,
which is commonly available knowledge in (safety-critical)
real-time systems. Considering the WCET Cloop of a single
loop iteration, we can derive the number of iterations iterf it
required to fit the target size (Ctarget ) of the scheduling units:
iterf it = dCtarget /Cloop e

(3)

The number of required cuts ncut results from the total
number of iterations itermax and the fitting size iterf it :
ncut = bitermax /iterf it c

(4)

By splitting loops by their index range, we obtain suitable
scheduling-unit size while avoiding the potentially disadvantageous effects of splitting the loop body.
In summary, by employing our concept of split-point graphs,
we can successfully subdivide tasks into scheduling units of
smaller size. We can efficiently cut both composite branches
and loops. Liveness analysis allows us to identify split points
with minimal migration costs. Thereby, we improve schedulability in multi-core settings and reduce the otherwise inevitable
overapproximation of indirect migration overheads.
1 Theoretically, loop constructs exist that violate this assumption. In that
case, we overapproximate the resident-set size by the overall maximum.
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of the split procedure for
if-then-else branches.
III. I MPLEMENTATION
We based the implementation of our approach on the
Real-Time Systems Compiler (RTSC) [7]. The RTSC is an
LLVM-based [8] toolchain that’s characteristic feature is the
automated manipulation of non-functional properties of realtime systems. For this purpose, the RTSC employs static code
analysis to transform a given source system into an OSagnostic intermediate representation, which in turn is based
on the LLVM intermediate representation (LLVM-IR). As a
result of this, the application’s program-flow is represented as
single-entry single-exit regions2 between system calls, that is
scheduling units that do not affect the internal state of the OS.
Based on this intermediate representation, the RTSC facilitates
the systematic manipulation of non-functional properties. For
example, a conversion from event to time-triggered execution.
Currently, the RTSC supports various real-time operating
systems with its front and backends respectively [10], [11].
A. Split-Point Graph Generation
Currently, only the application code is part of the intermediate system representation. Thus, with our prototype, we
focused on the identification of suitable split point within the
application, which is the main subject of migration. Conceptually, however, our approach can be extended to the operatingsystem code, which we, however, consider as future work. To
identify optimal split points, we need to derive the split-point
graph from the intermediate representation and enrich it with
execution time estimates and resident-set sizes.
In a first step, we perform a liveness analysis of all variables
on the intermediate representation of LLVM. The results of
this analysis provide information about the size of the residentset size ω, which we then utilize as one optimization criterion.
In a second step, we estimate the execution time per
instruction in the LLVM representation3 to determine the
distance δ from the intrinsic split points for each instruction.
For this estimation, we rely on a simple model of the execution
platform and assign execution costs to each instruction, giving
more weight to classes of instruction, which are likely to be
more expensive, for example, load and store instructions. This
heuristic oversimplifies the process of modeling the WCET
but is a reasonable approximation at the abstraction level of
the intermediate representation. Deriving better estimates for
the execution time is beyond the scope of this paper.
2A

concept introduced as Atomic Basic Blocks (ABB) in [9].
inline all function calls to ease execution time estimation.

3 We

B. Split Point Optimization
With the foundations laid, we can assess the local aptness
of potential split points by a cost function that combines our
two criteria with appropriate weights as shown in Equation 5.
δ thereby denotes the distance to the intrinsic scheduling
granularity, ω the migration costs in bits, and wδ and wω
the respective weights. Using complex weight functions, the
interaction of weights and their effect on the assessment of
split points can be influenced, for example, to exponentially
punish an increasing distance δ. For simplicity, we resort to a
constant factor of one for both weights in our prototype:
wδ · δ + wω · ω

(5)

In the case of sequential code, we can directly choose the
point that is most suitable according to our cost function.
However, as outlined in Section II, in the presence of loops
and branches, we have to perform the global assessment of
all branches to ensure a horizontal cut. For the search for the
minimal horizontal cut among the split-point candidates in different branches, we apply the Ford-Fulkersson algorithm [12]
on the split-point graph. After having identified a globally
suitable split point across all branches, we then perform the
actual splitting in if-then-else branches as depicted in
Figure 3. At the split point in each branch, we cut the existing
basic block (e.g., BB2 ) in two parts by inserting instructions
around the split point. In the first part (e.g. BB2a ), we set a
flag indicating we executed that branch and jump to a newly
created basic block terminating the first scheduling unit (BB5 ).
In the second part (e.g., BB2b ), we introduce a label which we
can use as a jump target from the newly created entry basic
block (BB6 ) of the second scheduling unit.
For loops, we use the procedure shown at the example in
Listings 1 and 2. Using the method outlined in Section II-D,
we identify the number of loop iterations iterf it that should
constitute one scheduling unit (5 in the example). We then
split the loop by duplicating the body and adjusting the loop
condition to preserve the program semantics. For this, we
introduce a counter for the split loops (sCo) that has to be less
than iterf it for the loop condition to be evaluated to true.
IV. E VALUATION
To assess our approach’s ability to cope with the initial two
challenges, its real-world usability ,and runtime, we conducted
two experiments and one theoretical consideration.
1
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LOOP_Bound(x:10);
for(int i = 0;
i < x; ++i)
{
....
}

Listing 1: Loop in the
original state.
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int i = 0, C = 5;
for(; i < x && C; ++i) {
--C;
....
}
....
C = 5;
for(; i < x && C; ++i) {
--C;
....
}

Listing 2: Loop after the
splitting procedure.

0.8

Since splitting of scheduling units is realised by the insertion
of specific instructions, e.g., jump statements, at the designated
cut point, it comes with an additional overhead. This overhead
differs depending on the type of control flow. In the case
of sequential control flow, we insert only one instruction per
cut. The number of additional instructions for the splitting
of branches i+
if depends on the number of cuts ncut and
the number of branches nbranch . The first term of the sum
shown in Equation 6 refers to instructions for setting a flag
marking the active branch. The second term represents the
jump instruction that terminates the first scheduling unit and
the third term contains instructions for checking the stored flag
and proceeding with the correct branch.

0.7

i+
if

= ncut ∗ nbranch ∗ 2 + ncut ∗ 1 + ncut ∗ 3 (6)

Splitting loops adds i+
loop instructions to the instructions
of the original loops. The first term of Equation 7 refers to
instructions necessary to maintain an additional counter for
the iterations planned in each scheduling unit of the loop.
The second term corresponds to the end of each scheduling
unit at a split point and comprises instructions for exiting the
scheduling unit and resetting the additional iteration counter.
The third term contains instructions to decide whether to
execute the following part of the loop after each split point.
i+
loop = (ncut + 1) ∗ 5 + ncut ∗ 2 + ncut ∗ 3

(7)

The runtime overhead introduced by splitting is therefore
minor compared to the execution time of most scheduling
units. Exceptions are the extreme cases of conditional constructs with a large number of branches and loops with small
bodies. However, we can detect and avoid these cases in the
search for suitable split points, which we consider future work.
B. Schedulability of Synthetic Benchmarks
We assessed the validity of our approach concerning schedulability by generating 12000 synthetic benchmark systems with
a utilization between 3.5 and 4.0 comprising few OSEKcompliant tasks. We tried to find a feasible allocation and
schedule for each task set on a system with four processor
cores by employing specialized versions [13] of the branchand-bound allocation algorithm and the minimax scheduling
algorithm, both by Peng et al. [14]. Figure 4 shows the
achieved relative schedulability of the generated task sets both
with (left bars) and without (right bars) automated splitting of
scheduling units. The results show that the relative schedulability increases through splitting, leading to 70 percent more
schedulable task sets for the highest utilization. This confirms
the general capability of our approach to employ migration
automatically to achieve better utilization.
C. Minimize Migration Costs
To evaluate our approach regarding Challenge # 2, we
analyzed possible splitting points in real-world benchmarks
taken from the TACLeBench suite [15]. For this, we converted
the benchmarks to OSEK tasks and created OSEK systems
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A. Runtime Overheads of Splitting

Figure 4: Relative schedulability of generated task sets
achieved with (left bars) and without (right bars) splitting of
scheduling units, showing an increased schedulability reached
through automated splitting.
comprising one benchmark task and two load tasks. We
adjusted the amount of load to achieve a system which is
unschedulable on two cores without migration to force our
RTSC extension to split the benchmark task. We recorded the
worst-case dynamic migration costs for every instruction as
well as the statically composed migration costs of split points
that comprise all branches of the horizontal cut. Table I shows
an overview of both the worst-case migration cost observed
in all possible split-point candidates as well as the migration
cost of the split point chosen by our approach for several
TACLeBench benchmarks we analyzed. The costs represent
the size of the resident set in bits based on LLVM IR types,
which allow for a variable type width from 1 to 223 − 1 bits.
The results indicate that our approach is capable of providing
worst-case migration costs for a whole horizontal split that
are beneath the dynamic worst-case of single branches, with
a reduction of up to 76 percent. These improvements in
worst-case migration overhead ultimately allow reducing the
pessimism in the response-time analysis.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Studies on migration in real-time systems agree that migration costs vary significantly with the resident-set size [4], [16],
Benchmark
binarysearch
bitonic
complex_update
countnegative
filterbank
iir
insertsort
minver
petrinet

Worst-case
Resident-set Size [bits]

Split-point
Resident-set Size [bits]

225
65
480
2176
60 736
432
544
17 568
5057

224
64
288
1568
60 704
400
128
16 800
5056

Table I: Comparison of the worst-case dynamic resident-set
size and the resident-set size at the split point chosen by our
approach in bits on the basis of LLVM IR types.

[17]. There exists a large body of related work on scheduling
algorithms [2], [18] that assume a constant upper bound on migration overheads. To increase predictability and reduce costs,
various approaches focused on restricting preemption and finding thresholds or placements for preemption points [17], [19]–
[23]. Anderson et. al [24] extended this concept to restricted
migration, but lack a practical implementation. Automatic
analysis and generation of multi-core systems [13], [25], [26]
for non-preemptive scheduling has been studied. All these
approaches either ignore migration or are accompanied by
substantial pessimism, yet they provide a good starting point
for the practical application of our migration hits at runtime.
Orthogonal to our approach of (horizontal) splitting is
(vertical) slicing of real-time applications. Here, the timesensitive code is separated from time-insensitive code to
enhance schedulability [27]. In contrast to our approach, it
is difficult to control and optimize the output of code slicing
timing-wise. In a safety-critical systems, checkpointing [28],
[29] is considered to partition tasks, wherein the state to be
saved is minimized. However, checkpointing is specific to the
application and not universally applicable. Sarkar et al. [5] proposed hardware-assisted migration, from which our approach
would also benefit but on which it does not depend.
VI. C ONCLUSION & O UTLOOK
In this paper, we presented an approach to boost migration
in real-time systems by an automated analysis of tasks at
the source-code level. Our analysis reveals beneficial split
points with minimal migration costs. On the one hand, this
knowledge can be exploited by the RTOS at runtime and
thus is an enabler for migration thresholds; analogous to
preemptive thresholds or limited preemptive scheduling [20].
Consequently, static WCET analysis can infer tighter bounds
on migration overheads. On the other hand, our toolchain
supports the subdivision of tasks into smaller scheduling units
already at compile time, thereby improving overall schedulability of static allocation schemes.
We continue to make migration in real-time systems more
accessible and predictable and are currently working on the
following topics: (1) Improving the WCET heuristics used for
splitting, for example, by adding more precise hardware models that allow for calculating migration costs based on cache
lines instead of data bits. (2) Adapting an existing RTOS to
support migration thresholds. (3) Extending the analysis to the
OS implementation and the system calls respectively.
Source code is available:
www4.cs.fau.de/Research/RTSC/experiments/abbslicing/
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